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Abstract Barium ions in a preformed anode plasma were collectively accelerated 

up to a peak energy of about 1.1 GeV (7，8 MeV(amu) using an intense relativistic electron 

beam generated by a 500 kV-16註A-10ns beam source 

In a previous paper1) (hereafter to be referred as 1) were reported the first experimental 

results on collective acceleration of barium ions in a preformed barium anode plasma by 

an intense relativistic electron beam (IREB). It was shown that some barium ions 

had been accelerated up to a peak energy of 270 MeV using a 500 kV-16 kA-10 ns IREB 

source. This N ote reports that barium ions were accelerated up to a peak energy of about 

1.1 GeV using the same IREB source. 

Experimental apparatus， a schematic diagram of which is shown in Fig.l， was the same 

as described in 1， except that the length of the drift tube was shortened by 30 cm and that 

the capacitance of the power supply for the plasma gun was changed from 62.5μF to 16 

μF. 
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the experimental 
apparatus. 
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Ion energies wεre determined from time of flight method and from depth of ion tracks 

recoraed on CR-39 platεs as described in L A combination of stacked polyethyl，ene-

foils anc1 CR-39 detector was also used. The stopping power tables 

of N orthcliffe and were usec1 for the data. 

Figure 2 shows an example of the ion 日tlsdetεcted t'v1TO time-of-f1ight probes 

15 cm In this case fom p日aksappear in the The ion 

detennined frorn time between tbe fir81: rises of tvvo from time between first 

from tiU1εbetween second peaks， from time between third peaks and from time between 

fourth are 7.8 ヲ 3.4MeV/amu， 0.85 0.48 M日刀amuanc1 0.22 Me V / 

amu， respectively. The value 7.8 to 1.1 GeV for barium ions. 
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An日正旦mpJ.ョ ofthe ion signals 

ln Fig.3 ion energy per amu determined from time between the first rises oI the two 

signals Is as a function of the time between the fi了strise of the 

curreロtof Ul♀ gun and the IREBε. The ion energy was maximum at the 

timeτ~25μs， and the rnaximum energy was 

ahm.it 1.1 GeV. 

Without the 

Figo 2 

ロ1agnεtヲ ε

was observed to mてiveat the ion 

Th:ae of its coincided with time of first 

rise of the iOI1 This indicates that a 

strong exists between the electron 

beam and the acceierated ions， 

At τ~25μs thεelectron 

the barium reached 

maximum which '01as about 1013 cm-3， and 

the diode impedance matched nearly with 
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A Note on Collective Acceleration 01 Barium Ions in a Prelormed Anode Plasma 9 

cm downstream from the partition wall at the downstr白 mside of the anode space， which 

was inferred from a magnetic probe signal， became also maximum about this delay time， 

the maximum beam current being about 12 kA， as shown in Fig.4. Figure 5 shows the 

ion energy as a function of the beam current. 
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Fig. 4. Beam current at 10 cm downst. Fig. 5. Ion energy per amu vs. the beam 
ream from the downstream side of current. 
the anode space. 

Radcolor films (radiation sensitive films) were attached at the end of the drift tube to 

know the IREB profile at that place. It was found thatτ<17μs the beam did not reach 

the end of the drift tube， while τ>30μs the beam deviated toward the downstream side of 

the flow of the gun plasma. 

These results indicate that for effective ion acceleration to be observed the high 

current IREB should propagate straight to the entrance to the diagnostic section. In this 

experiment most efficient IREB propagation was realized at the delay time about 25μs. 

The ion energy inferred from the track depths was 苫210MeV for barium ions. In the 

stacked foils and CR-39 combination six Lumilar films with 4μm thick were used and 

there were ions which penetrated these six films. The ion energy inferred from this 

measurement was > 270 Me V for barium ions. 

Ion energies obtained in this experiment were higher than those obtained in the 

experiment described in 1. Also reproducibility was better iri the former than in the latter. 

This may be due to the tendency of the beam to deviate to the downstream side of the flow 

of the gun plasma. It is plausible that， even if the beam reached the end of the drift tube 

in the latter experiment， the beam deviation was much larger than in the former because 

the tube length was longer in the latter than in the former， and only its edge containing 

rather low energy ions went into the ion diagnostic section. N ow an experiment is being 

carried out to confirm this conjecture and to improve the plasma symmetry for effective 

ion acceleration. 
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